


Kylie Green
 The great opportunity

- making the giant leap for the future of work







We choose 
to go to the Moon







<Insert picture of 60s British living room, 
with family listening to the broadcast>



The moment of 
opportunity







http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mh4f9AYRCZY


Attraction 
and Retention

Remote / 
Hybrid Work  

Diversity 
and Inclusion

Employee 
Wellbeing 

Change 
Management

Compensation 
Budgets 



What if anything, would make you leave a job?
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Poor company 
culture

A lack of 
reward and 

recognition of 
my efforts

No flexible 
working 

opportunities

A lack of financial, 
physical or mental 
wellbeing support 

Lack of 
professional 

development or 
advancement 
opportunities

A lack of clear, 
honest 

communication

Reward Gateway April 2022 Survey







Changemakers



Slide 7 from old 
changemaker deck  - 3 
things 

3What makes a 
successful 

changemaker



01
 Understand what people crave



02
Embrace and humanise the tools and technology



03
They are mobilisers - creating an environment right for change



Additional 
attributes in the 
current climate

Slide 7 from old 
changemaker deck  - 3 
things 

2



01
The ability to focus, be targeted and intentional



02
They have a experimentation mindset



Focus & 
Experimentation 



<add a future of work 
style image>
What will work look 
like in 30 years type 
of image



You can’t… 



You can’t… run a successful business remotely



You can’t… have productive employees from home



You can’t… have a good culture if it’s not in-person



You can’t… attract quality employees in this climate



You can’t… retain employees when competitors 
have deeper pockets



What if… 



What if… We reimagined success for our business 
and the impact for our customers



Employees were more engaged, connected 
and productive

What if… 



What if… Our culture became stronger; more 
inclusive, modern and capable





Quadrant of Employee Engagement

Intent to stay

Go-getters:
High-energy, bright & 
motivated, but don’t always 
look out for the team. Ready to 
jump ship for a bigger or better 
opportunity.

Detractors:
Ready to challenge a decision 
before thinking about why it’s 
been made. Thrives on 
disagreement & negativity & 
happily spreads it.

Ambassadors:
Driven, reliable, and looks out for 
the long-term good of the whole 
team. Finds a constructive way to 
speak up a spirit of positivity & 
improvement.

Stayers:
Puts in the bare minimum effort 
to fly comfortably under the 
radar. Won’t rock the boat but 
won’t step out of their comfort 
zone either. D
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Leading with 
Purpose
Fostering 

Connection
Embracing

Individual Choice



01
Leading with Purpose



Business
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Edelman Trust Barometer 2022 

NGOs

Trust in the government has dropped in the past year.

Media
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3 tips for leading with purpose

Review how you are communicating 

mission, purpose and strategic goals1

2

3

Utilise the small steps technique to take 

employees on your journey

Enhance visibility of behaviours you 

would like to see repeated



02
Fostering Connection



 37% of UK workers believe a culture 
of open and honest communication is 

an employer ‘must-have’. 

Reward Gateway Survey 2022.



Customer Story - Burton’s Biscuits

Show: Before/ After of intranet  (if we have the imagery), the Burton Biscuit’s Purpose 
Statement, Benefits Package or platform, and their hub. 





3 tips for fostering connection

Create digital communication moments to 

reach hybrid and remote workers1

2

3

Increase frequency and range of voices 
for authentic communications & 
connection to your culture

Think like a marketer and explore a 

mixed medium approach



03
Embracing 

Individual Choice





“
Muller client imagery - product and 
their people and brand





3 tips for embracing individual choice

Create options to provide choice for diverse workforce1

2

3

Apply agile thinking to Employee Lifecycle - 
increasing flexibility and frequency of choice 

Package and Promote your EVP like a Marketer 





Strong inspirational image

Something just about to take off into space
Or someone looking up at the stars and the 
moon perhaps?

Something to finish on 



Got a question?
Find me in the community.

Kylie Green



Focus, and Experimentation.







*A survey of 6,000 employees in the UK showed that 24% of people are planning 
to change their current work position in the next three to six months.



*36% as per the results of a recent Reward Gateway survey



THESE WILL BE UPDATED 



THESE WILL BE UPDATED 



THESE WILL BE UPDATED 







Focus 

Experimentation





Image that dramatizes the future of work (i.e. robots 
working, flying cars etc) or futuristic pop culture 

reference (star wars, futurama, back to the future, 
guardians of the galaxy.) 





● run a successful business remotely
● have productive employees from home
● have a good culture if it’s not in-person
● attract quality employees in this climate
● Retain employees when competitors have deeper pockets

●



What if? 


